Abstract-Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are complex networks consisting of many sensors which can detect and collect sensed data. Valuable information can be extracted from the sensed data of WSNs using data mining techniques, which provide unlimited possibilities of applications, and have been the object of an increasing number of studies in recent years. This study applies ranking sequence mining to WSNs. For example, if a sensor detects the following scenario during a time interval: A occurs three times; B occurs twice; C occurs four times, where A, B and C are events. The information, (C(4) > A(3) > B(2) ), can be abstractly expressed as a ranking sequence (C ≻ A ≻ B) , where "≻" indicates to the importance of the preceding item is greater than that of the succeeding item. To the best of our knowledge, there has been no research conducted on ranking pattern mining problems with WSNs. The objective of this study is to construct a novel model to discover interesting patterns from the sensed data of WSNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) have attracted considerable attention recently and have progressed tremendously because of their many potential applications [1] . A WSN consists of two types of communication nodes: sensors and base stations. The sensors selforganize and self-configure to establish a cooperative network; they can sense the environment, collect, receive, compress, relay and transmit a data stream to base stations. For example, a WSN used to monitor forest fires can raise an alarm in case of fire. More recently, interest in WSN research has shifted to reflect the current development of applications merging with other new technologies; one of them is data mining [2] . The sensors are not only able to detect and measure specific physical phenomena in the environment, but can also compute and compress information before or after the data stream transmission to the base station [2] - [4] .
In WSNs, many large quantities of uncertain data are recorded. For example, sensors can continuously detect and collect environmental measurements such as humidity and temperature; however, the accuracy of the readings is dependent on the stability of the sensors or the noise of the environment. Other causes of uncertain data may include the incompleteness of input data. Under some strong assumptions, these sensed data can be transformed into a sequence. For example, (s1 : A > B = C) is a temporal sequence, detected by the first sensor, which indicates that event A happens earlier than event B, and event B and C happen at the same time. Another example is a ranking sequence, (s1 : A ≻ B ∼ C), which indicates that sensor s1 considers the importance of the event A to be higher than that of event B, and that event B is equally as important as to event C. Although the ranking importance is the product of subjective judgement, the ranking can be transferred by quantitative records under assumptions, e.g., their occurrence frequencies.
This study assumes the following scenario: sensors collect a lot of data, transform them into ranking sequences, and then transfer the ranking sequences back to the base station. The base station can then execute a special data mining called "rank aggregation," which has been implemented in many data mining applications, such as decision support systems [5] and recommendation systems [6] - [8] . In rank aggregation, the base station (the decision-maker) discovers the consensus results from the sensed ranking sequence database; however, conflicts always exists because different sensors may provide different ranking sequences with diverse opinions. For example, given a group consisting of three sensors, they individually collect the occurrence frequencies of three events, A, B and C:
. All the sensors consider A ≻ B, but the third sensor detects an abnormal event about the ranking of event C. In this example, the consensus pattern, A ≻ B, is aggregated from the three sensors' ranking sequence and is logically persuasive. In the above situation, seeking consensus (compromised) results and solving discrepancies are necessary.
This study presents a conceptual framework for linking groupranking problems and WSNs. It also provides a corresponding algorithm which can discover interesting patterns across a ranking sequence database collected from a WSN. The research in [9] - [12] demonstrates that understanding which sensors detect these events is very useful. To the best of our knowledge, no research has attempted to integrate WSNs and ranking sequence database. This study thus proposes a novel concept: a sensor ranking database (SRD). How to discover the consensus ranking patterns and their associated sensors is an essential challenge in research and practice.
The remainder of this short paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews the data mining applications in WSNs and group-ranking problems. Section III describes the prpposed brand-new model concerning group-ranking problems in WSNs. An algorithm designed for this model, is then demonstrated and explained by a simple example in Section IV. The conclusions, discussions and our future work are discussed in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Generally speaking, the proposed model can be separated into two parts: the group-ranking problems, and data mining applied in WSNs. A brief review of the literature of the related group-ranking problems is given in Section II-A and data mining research for WSNs in Section II-B.
A. Group Ranking Problems
Association rules (also known as the market basket analysis problem) were first introduced in 1993 [13] . The initial purpose was used to analyze customer's shopping transactions in order to find frequent itemsets. Suppose a transaction database consists of many records, where each record contains a set of items. For example, if 50% of customers usually decide to buy beer, diapers and bread simultaneously, the itemset (beer, diaper, bread) is called a frequent itemset with a support of 50%, where its support is over a user-specified minimum support threshold. The most important contribution in [13] is the Apriori principle, which is used to eliminate the number of the International Conference on Engineering Technologies and Big Data Analytics (ETBDA'2016) Jan. 21-22, 2016 Bangkok (Thailand) http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IIE.E0116025candidate itemsets: "If an itemset is frequent, then all of its supersets must be frequent." [14] If the items are arranged or connected by relationship operators (e.g., temporal relationships or preference relationships), they constitute a sequence. A sequence with k items is called a sequence with length k (written as k-sequence). AprioriAll [15] , the first algorithm for sequential pattern mining (SPM) problems, was proposed to discover frequent patterns in a sequence database. GSP [16] , an Apriori-like algorithm, generalizes the SPM problem in [15] and improves the performance of AprioriAll. GSP, utilizing the Apriori principle and a generate-and-test strategy, can be simply summarized as two iterative phases: (1) candidate generation and (2) counting candidates. In GSP, L k is defined as a large set with length k, which consists of all frequent k-sequences. In the candidate generation phase, GSP joins two different sequences in L k−1 and then generates a candidate k-sequence. In the second phase (counting candidates), GSP checks whether all candidate sequences are frequent sequences or not. All frequent k-sequences compose a new L k for the next computation until no further L k can be generated. The FP-growth algorithm [17] takes a totally different approach to mining frequent itemsets. The FP-growth algorithm does not use the generate-and-test strategy from GSP [16] ; instead, it constructs a tree-based data structure (FP-tree) and discovers frequent itemsets directly from the tree. The FP-growth algorithm can be extended to sequential pattern mining problems [18] .
When items are connected by preference operators (≻, ≽, ∼, ≺, ≼), they compose a ranking sequence. Generally speaking, the group ranking problems (rank aggregation) can be identified by the following three dimensions [19] :
1) The completeness of a ranking sequence: There are two types of ranking sequence: the total ranking approach [8] , [20] , [21] , and the partial ranking approach [22] - [25] . For example, for a system with four items, A, B, C and
is a full ranking sequence because it contains all four items. On the contrary, (D ≻ B) is a partial ranking sequence because not all items appear in the sequence. 2) The input format of a ranking sequence: A group ranking problem is obtained by aggregating users' subjective thoughts. When users provide their preferences to the items, they can select (1) pairwise comparisons [8] , (2) weight/scores [23] , or (3) a ranking sequence directly [19] , [26] . For n items using pairwise comparisons, the relationships among them can be represented as an n × n matrix. For the weight/scores method, the user can assign scores to items via previously defined rules (e.g., 7-Likert scale). The first two formats can be derived to the ranking sequence format under some assumptions [5] .
3) The outcome format of a ranking sequence: With different input format and algorithms, the outcome patterns also have two types: partial order and full order. Recently, [21] proposed a new type of outcome, preference graphs, to the SPM problems.
B. Knowledge Discovery in WSNs
Traditionally, knowledge discovery (data mining) in databases (KDD) [27] is a process to extract useful knowledge from a dataset or a database. Recently, KDD techniques have been extended to the WSNs field (called knowledge discovery in WSNs (KDW) [10] ), and have attracted significant attention in many application areas [2] , such as anomaly detection in railway data [28] , relational temporal data mining [3] , [29] , [30] using Allen's temporal interval logic [31] , object tracking [4] , [11] , [32] , prediction of the location (target) of a missed reported event [33] , and outlier (abnormal event) detection [34] . Until recently, on the whole there has been relatively little progress in the association rules applications to WSNs.
Boukerche and Samarah [9] proposed a comprehensive framework for sensor association rules. In their research, they are interested in whether sensors detect events, and not in the events' values, so the sensor pattern in [9] refers to P = {s1, s2, . . . , s k } ⊆ S, where S is the set of sensors in a WSN. In their model, the time is divided into equal-sized time slots (epochs), and each epoch records the indices of event detecting sensors. Epochs consist of a sensor database. Compared to the traditional basket market analysis, epochs can be likened to the transactions in [35] . The sensor database can then be analyzed by the traditional data mining techniques (e.g., FP-growth tree [17] or SPADE [36] ). Boukerche and Samarah also proposed a tree-based representation structure, the Positional Lexicographic Tree (PLT), to efficiently discover sensor behavioral patterns. Following the same framework, the researchers in [10] utilized the characteristics of WSNs and designed an in-network data reduction mechanism for reducing redundancies of sensed data. A relaxed version of sensor association rules concerning the coverage of sensors is also proposed in the same research. Recently, a mining algorithm, ASP [12] , was proposed to consider the sensor data stream problem. In this problem, sliding observation windows generate different sensor datasets and the ASP algorithm captures the latest information for the current time.
In summary, there has been some research on the effects of sensor association rules; however, to the best of the authors' knowledge, there has been no research conducted on the connection of rank aggregation and WSNs. As stated in Section II-A, this study belongs to the following dimensions: ranking sequences, the partial input ranking approach, and the partial output ranking sequence. The main purpose of this study is to connect two different databases, the sensor database and the group-ranking sequence database, and to discover knowledge from them. Our proposed algorithm was developed and modified from the GSP algorithm [16] , and is presented in the next section.
III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
As stated in the introduction, this study aims to discover sensor patterns from sensors' collected data; the details are stated as follows: A WSN can be modeled as a set of sensors, S = {s1, . . . , si, . . . , s |S| }, where si is the i th sensor in the WSN and i is the sensor index (the absolute value is used to represent the number of elements in a set; for instance, |S| denotes the number of sensors). This study considers a discrete-time system whose minimum time unit is round t, which allows the sensors to successfully complete data collection and necessary computations. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , x |X| } be the set of distinct pre-defined events. In the proposed model, sensors are not only able to detect events, but can also ranks those events into a sequence based on their occurrence frequencies or utility functions provided by users (see examples in Section I). At the end of the rounds, the sensors transmit the computed sequences back to the base station, which then discovers interesting patterns from the sequence database.
Next, the related terminology is defined with examples, and then the problem of mining sensor ranking patterns is defined.
Definition 1 (A ranking sequence). A ranking sequence is defined as rs = (a1⊕1. . .⊕j−1aj ⊕j . . .⊕m−1am), where j is the event index in the ranking sequence; aj ∈ X; and m = |rs| is the number of distinct events in the ranking sequence (also called the length of the ranking sequence). ⊕j ∈ {≻, ≽, ∼} refers to the ranking comparator between the two events aj and aj+1. The ranking comparator "≻" denotes that the importance of the preceding events is greater than that of the succeeding event according to the user pre-defined regulations; "≽" denotes that the importance of the preceding event is at least greater than that of the succeeding event; "∼" denotes that the importance is indifferent between the preceding and the succeeding events. Note
International Conference on Engineering Technologies and Big Data Analytics (ETBDA'2016) Jan. 21-22, 2016 Bangkok (Thailand) http://dx.doi.org/10.15242/IIE.E0116025that ⊕ ∈ {≻, ≽, ∼} (not including ≺ and ≼) indicates that the events in a ranking sequence have been arranged in descending order. However, because of the numerous possible ordering due to the "∼" comparator, this study uses the idea of non-ambiguous sequence in [37] to ensure that the composition of the ranking sequence is unique. If the comparators among consecutive events are all "∼", the events are arranged by lexicographic order. Example 1. In this example, the occurrence frequencies are used to represent importance, whereas the measurements can be changed by the users. Suppose that a sensor detects the following events and their relative frequencies in a round: A occurs four times; B occurs five times; and C occurs four times as A does. The sensor then reports the following sensor ranking sequence back to the base station: (B ≻ A ∼ C). The ordering of A and C is decided by alphabetical order because ⊕2 = "∼".
Definition 2 (A relationship function). To a ranking sequence, rs = (. . . aj 1 ⊕j 1 . . . ⊕t−1 at ⊕t . . . ⊕j 2 −1 aj 2 . . .) , a relationship function Rel(rs, aj 1 , aj 2 ) serves to obtain the relationship between the two events {aj 1 , aj 2 } in a ranking sequence using the following definitions: 
Rel(rs, bw j 1 , bw j 1 +1 ) for j1 = 1 to m1 − 1 (≽ contains ≻ and ∼).
In summary, the elements (including events and comparators) of α are all in rs and follow the same order and relationships.
Definition 4 (A sensor ranking database). A sensor ranking sequence, srs, is a mixed data structure, srsi,t = (si : rs)t, which refers to a ranking sequence, rs, detected and collected by the i th sensor at round t. In this study, the base station records a sensor ranking database (SRD), which consists of numerous sensor ranking sequences and their time delivered. For these ranking sequences collected in the same round, they are sorted by their sensor indexes. (See Figure 1 as Definition 6 (Supports). The sensor ranking support (srsup) of a sensor ranking sequence, γ, to a given SRD is defined as follows:
As a result, srsup is a real number between 0 and 1.
Definition 7 (Frequent patterns and large sets). A sensor ranking pattern is defined as "frequent" if its support is greater than or equal to a minimum user-specified threshold, min sup. A set of frequent (sensor ranking) patterns with the same length m is defined as a large set, Lm.
The problem in this study can be described as follows: Given an SRD, and a user-specified support threshold, min sup, the task is to discover all frequent sensor ranking patterns.
IV. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduces the proposed algorithm, Mining Associated Rankings from Sensors (MARS), to discover the sensor ranking patterns from an SRD. The development of the MARS algorithm is based on GSP [16] . In explaining the MARS algorithm, this paper uses the SRD in Figure 1 as an auxiliary example. In the example, min sup = 0.3 is used, which also means that the minimum support count is min sup × |SRD| = 0.3 × 6 = 1.8.
First, the MARS algorithm scans the SRD (Line 3) to obtain all frequent srs with only one single event. The MARS algorithm then generates the first large set with length one, L1, by comparing their supports to the minimum support thresholds:
See Table I as an example. Only those sensor ranking sequences whose support counts are greater than or equal to 2 are collected into L1. For example, (s1 : D), (s2 : B), (s2 : E), (s3 : A), (s3 : B), and (s3 : E) are not collected in L1.
In the second step (Lines 7-10), the Apriori principle [15] and Lm−1 ×Lm−1 method [14] are used to reduce the time complexity of the MARS algorithm. The Lm−1×Lm−1 method generates candidates sensor ranking sequences using merging a pair of frequent (m − 1) sensor ranking patterns only if they share the same sensor index and the same (m − 2) itemset. As a result, for the sub-dataset collected from different sensors, it is possible to separately process them to (CSm) = Generate-Candidates(Lm−1) ◃ Generate all candidates of sensor ranking sequences.
7:
for each candidate cs ∈ CSm do until Lm = ∅
12:
Output = ∪ Lm. 13 : end procedure 
V. DISCUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This short report describes a novel model for combining ranking sequence mining and WSNs. It also proposes a related algorithm, MARS, to be applied with the above model. Although the proposed MARS algorithm is designed to discover all sensor ranking patterns, other possibilities were discovered. Future work will first compare the proposed algorithm by implementing it on a WSN simulator to examine its performance. Second, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm will be explored under a greater variety of situations.
Simulations are underway to demonstrate various trade-offs among different scenarios in order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
